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Dear Readers, 

 

After August of 1947, August of 2016 became historic for India as its Parliament showed 

remarkable working relationship to pass the Constitution (122nd Amendment) Bill, 2014 enabling 

introduction of GST in the country, that too without any opposition, i.e., unanimously. While the 

Upper house did it on 3rd August, Lower house approved the same on 8th August after a proactive 

debate. This paves the way for levy of Goods and Services Tax (GST) in India in near future. The 

Government of the day intends to levy it from April, 2017 but such intention may be a though 

target to crack as lot of legislative approvals, gearing up infrastructure and training etc. have to 

take place and it may be shifted to a date in near future.  

 

After the Parliament has cleared the Bill, it needs nod of atleast 50 percent of States (16) and that 

two by two – third majority. Assam became the first state assembly to ratify the Bill unanimously 

on 12th August. Madhya Pradesh has called for a special session on 22nd August followed by Bihar 

and other states. 

 

Once the GST Bill is enacted on President's assent, GST council shall be constituted after which 

crucial decisions on GST rate, exemptions, threshold limits, dual control by Union and States, 

redressal mechanism etc. will take place. Till then, uncertainity is likely to prevail. These 

decisions are not easy and 'collective sovereignty', as they call it will be tested for first time. It is 

desirable that pure wisdom must prevail and rather than revenue, consumers and citizens ought 

to be kept in mind. 
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On Model law, it is expected that tax authorities should take into consideration, all suggestions / 

feedback received from various quarters and instil trust between tax payers and tax collectors. 

Many proposed provisions smell of trust deficit. Also, Model law should be got vetted by law 

ministry. It would also be desirable that it is referred to all party standing committee of 

Parliament for its consideration before being enacted.  

 

The Institute of Company Secretaries (ICSI) is observing August, 2017 as 'GST Awareness Month' 

and rightly so. With its President, Ms. Mamta Binani's vision, they have also dedicated their 

journal, Chartered Secretary's August issue as 'GST Special'. Besides, it has also taken up 

various GST related tasks to create awareness about GST and support the Government on GST 

reforms.  

 

This Independence Day as we enter 70th year of free India, we also prepare for freedom from 72 

years old central excise, 60 years old Central Sales Tax and 22 years old service tax and to adopt 

a not so simple GST. Let's hope that life of citizens, tax payers and professionals will be easy, free 

from red tape, harassment and corruption. 

 

 

 

DATE: 16.08.2016                                                                              DR. SANJIV AGARWAL 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 On August 08, 2016, the Lok Sabha passed the Constitutional Amendment (122nd) Bill, 

2014, unanimously with 443 members present in the House voting in favour of the 

legislation. It is pertinent to note that the Bill was passed by Lok Sabha earlier on May 

6, 2015 and was sent to Rajya Sabha for concurrence. On August 03, 2016, Rajya 

Sabha passed the Bill with amendments and returned it to Lok Sabha for ratification. 

 Assam on 12.08.2016 became the first state in the country to ratify the Constitution 

Amendment Bill on the Goods and Services Tax (GST) as the assembly unanimously 

passed the bill. Finance Minister told that the Chief Minister wanted Assam to become 

the first state to pass the bill to send a positive signal to the industry. 

 The Bihar state assembly has just passed the crucial Goods and Services Tax Bill (GST 

Bill) becoming the second state in the country to do so. 

 The Jharkhand Assembly is likely to be convened on August 17 to ratify the bill, while 

Gujarat Assembly is all set to ratify the Constitution Amendment Bill on GST during its 

two-day session beginning August 22. 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX UPDATE 
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Quote to Follow !  

 

Collecting more taxes than is absolutely necessary is legalized robbery 

 

– Calvin Coolidge  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The oil and gas sector will not gain from the Goods and Service Tax (GST) and will lose out due 

to compliance with dual taxation regimes and non-creditable tax costs. The GST law in its 

present form excludes a major portion of the oil and gas industry products thereby excluding 

the industry from most of the benefits of the one-tax-one-nation proposal. Not just that, 

the new taxation regime will impose an additional burden on the industry due to compliance to 

a dual tax regime. ICRA warned that profitability of the industry could also be modestly hit 

because of tax-related under recoveries. The new tax law does not seek to include oil and gas 

products as well as tobacco and liquor under its purview.  The impact of the GST will be 

negative on the oil and gas industry due to the compliance with dual taxation regimes and non-

creditable tax costs.  Last week, Parliament passed the 122nd Constitution Amendment Bill 

2014. While the Rajya Sabha passed the Bill on August 3, the Lok Sabha did the same on 

August 8.  

 

For the Bill to become a law, it has to be passed by at least 19 state Assemblies besides setting 

up a GST Council that will make recommendations on taxes to be subsumed, exemptions, 

rates, date from which GST would be levied on crude, high speed diesel, natural gas, aviation 

turbine fuel and petrol. Explaining the rationale for their conclusion, the analysts point out 

that the present GST law does not include five petroleum items -- crude oil, natural gas, motor 

spirit, high speed diesel and aviation turbine fuel -- at present but would be included at a later 

date, while LPG, naphtha, kerosene, fuel oil etc are included. 

 

(SOURCE: ECONOMIC TIMES DATED 15.08.2016) 

 

 

 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX  

 OIL, GAS INDUSTRY TO LOSE OUT HEAVILY FROM GST: ICRA 

 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic/service-tax
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic/new
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic/Lok-Sabha
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic/speed
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Prime Minister told that the Goods and Services Tax (GST), which will replace a raft of different 

central and state levies, will strengthen growth efforts and make economy more predictable.  

Prime Minister credited all political parties for passing a Constitutional amendment in the just 

concluded Monsoon Session of Parliament to bring a single unified value added tax system to 

turn the country into world's biggest single market. GST (Bill), which has been passed recently, 

will further strengthen the way we are trying to accelerate growth and make the economy 

predictable.  All political parties need to be thanked for that.  GST is a tax that will bring 

equitable regime and turn the country into one market.  

Parliament has passed the 122nd Constitution Amendment Bill to make changes in the power 

of the Centre to levy taxes like excise, and those of states to collect retail sales taxes.  Proposed 

a decade ago, GST is viewed as potentially transformative for India's economy that could add as 

much as 2 percentage points to the GDP, while improving the ease of doing business and 

encouraging investment in manufacturing. It is also expected to result in greater tax 

compliance, boosting Government revenues.  GST will replace more than a dozen central and 

state levies, including central excise, service and sales tax as well as VAT on sale of goods and 

entry tax, to make movement of goods seamless across the 1.3 billion strong market. Instead of 

the goods being taxed multiple times at different rates, under the new GST regime they would 

be taxed at point of consumption.  

India has made rapid improvement on the ease of doing business ranking and has emerged as 

a favoured destination for FDI, he said, adding that the country climbed 19 positions on the 

WEF ranking for logistics and infrastructure.  In an analysis, a UN organisation has predicted 

that India will climb to third stop from current 10th in global ranking in two years.  

(SOURCE: ECONOMIC TIMES DATED 15.08.2016) 

 

 
Finance Minister told Parliament’s passage of the constitutional amendment Bill on a national 

goods and services tax (GST) had changed the global perception about India. Credit availability 

was a challenge for micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) but amendments 

Parliament is considering to the Companies Act of 2013 would help ease this. He was speaking 

at the launch of a MSME database portal and finance facilitation portal here. 

There were questions on India’s appetite for reforms but the Government had kept the pace by 

initiating various steps, such as notifying amendments for a Monetary Policy Committee, 

enactment of the Aadhaar Act and the Bankruptcy Code. The Government was committed to 

ease of doing business and passage of GST was a step in this direction. He said MSMEs were 

the backbone of the economy. In the Companies Act, there were provisions like related party 

transactions, which had resulted in difficulties for the sector. The amendment was before 

Parliament, and it was important the sector grew, given that it creates more jobs than the 

organized and large corporate segment. 

(SOURCE: BUSINESS STANDARD DATED 13.08.2016) 
 

GST TO STRENGTHEN GROWTH, MAKE ECONOMY MORE PREDICTABLE: PRIME 

MINISTER 

 

GST PASSAGE CONVEYED POSITIVE GLOBAL CUES: FINANCE MINISTER 
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The Assam Assembly unanimously passed the Constitution Amendment Bill on GST, becoming 

the first state to ratify the crucial tax reform legislation. Though the opposition Congress and 

AIUDF MLAs supported the Bill, they had earlier sought a discussion in the Assembly to 

evaluate GST’s impact on Assam and its people. But they were turned down by the Speaker. 

The GST Bill, seen as the single biggest tax reform in a long time, needs to be ratified by at 

least 15 State legislatures before the President can notify the GST Council, which will decide 

the new tax rate and other issues. 

(SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 13.08.2016) 

 

 

 
The imminence of Uttar Pradesh Assembly elections, the Government’s Arunachal Pradesh 

fiasco and the recrudescence of violence in Kashmir have already raised the political heat 

ahead of Parliament’s monsoon session, but it could still come about as the most productive 

for the Modi dispensation in terms of legislative outcome and economic reforms. The 

Constitutional Bill for Goods and Services Tax (GST) looks all set to be passed by the Rajya 

Sabha as several major parties outside the alliance have pledged support to the crucial tax 

reform and broad consensus has clearly emerged in its favour among state Governments. Apart 

form getting past a hurdle on the way towards GST, the monsoon session will likely see the 

passage of another important Bill that seeks to amend both the Sarfaesi Act and the Debt 

Recovery Tribunal Act. 

This would complement the legislative effort (which got a leg-up in the Budget session when the 

bankruptcy code was passed) to make resolution of bad loans quicker and recovery by creditors 

more efficient. For fear of the GST Bill passing muster among RS members sans its support, 

the Congress party has clearly relented and is understood to have told the Government during 

deliberations over the last weekend that if its demand for a capping the GST rate (at 18%) is 

accepted in letter and spirit, it could vote in favour of the GST Bill. This means the Congress is 

no longer insisting on a rate ceiling in the Constitution, but could come on board if the Finance 

Act or a gazette notification mentions it. Unlike income taxes, indirect taxes (like GST) are 

seldom mentioned in law and are put into effect via executive orders. The Government would 

have no problem in acceding to the latest demand from the Congress because it is rather easier 

to change a tax rate specified in Finance Act or in an executive order. 

In fact, the legislative output of Parliament, which plunged during the final years of the UPA-II, 

saw a major improvement in the Budget session which cleared both the bankruptcy code and 

real estate regulation Bill. 

Key Bills in Parliament 

 GST Bill in RS seeks to amend the Constitution to let states to tax services and Centre tax 

sales beyond factory-gate 

GST: ASSAM FIRST OFF THE BLOCK 

 

GST BILL: NARENDRA MODI GOVERNMENT EYES MOST PRODUCTIVE 

PARLIAMENT SESSION, DESPITE KASHMIR, ARUNACHAL FIASCOES 

 

http://www.financialexpress.com/tag/congress/
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 Composite Bill to amend 4 laws relating to debt recovery tribunals & stamps and 

depositories: the key objective to expedite resolution of bad loans 

 Bill to ban benami transactions and make penalties for violations stricter 

 Consumer protection Bill aimed at widening the ambit of and modernising the extant law 

 Electricity Bill to segregate distribution network and supply biz & let multiple supply 

licensees 

Government functionaries say that while several reform initiatives have been taken by the 

Government in the administrative and executive domains, its legislative agenda used to be 

thwarted by an obstructionist‖ opposition. They cited major relaxations in the FDI regime that 

made India one of the most open economies in this area, the aggressive roll-out of the direct 

benefit transfer scheme, Skill India, Start-up India, Mudra Bank Loan Scheme, the capex drive 

in roads ports and railways and special packages to labour-intensive sectors like garments and 

piecemeal labour reforms among the measures taken to get the economy into a higher growth 

trajectory. 

A joint parliamentary committee which examined the Enforcement of Security Interest and 

Recovery of Debts Laws and Miscellaneous Provisions (Amendment) Bill, 2016, is expected to 

submit its report early in the monsoon session. The Bill seeks to amplify the secured creditors 

first right to auction assets in order to recover the dues giving them undisputed precedence 

over state laws, overhaul the functioning of the debt recovery tribunals to avoid huge pendency 

of cases with them and avoid frivolous appeals by defaulting companies by making it 

mandatory for them to deposit half the loan amount with the tribunal before filing an appeal. 

Besides, the Reserve Bank of India’s regulatory powers over asset reconstruction companies 

will be strengthened. 

Along with the bankruptcy code and the institutional structure it would entail, these 

amendments to Sarfaesi and DRT Acts, would go a long way in making winding up of firms 

faster and easier and expediting debt recovery. Gross non-performing loans of banks in India 

are nearing peak levels and may be in range of 8-8.5% by March-end, rating agency Icra said 

recently. 

With the bankruptcy code, the delaying tactics of corporate borrowers when it comes to loan 

repayment will be foiled. Once the rules under the code are notified and institutions are built, 

lenders would more easily take over defaulting companies and take management decisions to 

trigger business recovery and in cases where it is not possible, opt for liquidation. Along with 

secured creditors, greater rights are being accorded to  unsecured creditors and bondholders 

who currently have no access to a borrower’s collateral. These steps, in concert, would help in 

the deepening the corporate bond market, which can facilitate long-term financing of 

infrastructure projects, besides encouraging debt funding by private equity and venture capital 

funds who would often like to complement their equity exposure in firms by extending loans. 

The Congress has been stubborn in demanding some crucial changes in the GST 

Constitutional Amendment Bill, including mentioning the GST rate ceiling in the Constitution. 

The government has indicated that it is willing to drop a plan to introduce a 1% tax on 

interstate transactions, which was meant to help ―manufacturing states.‖ 

(SOURCE: FINANCIAL EXPRESS DATED 13.08.2016) 

 

http://www.financialexpress.com/tag/mudra-bank/
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The Centre is set to introduce the Goods and Services Tax (GST) bill in the Rajya Sabha on  

 

  

To meet the target of April 1, 2017, Finance Minister is eyeing the Winter Session of Parliament 

to see through all three pieces of legislation connected with the Goods and Services Tax (GST) 

— Central GST, State GST, and Inter-State GST. But Finance Minister and his team are aware 

of the key challenges — including tax rates, exemption list, and dual control — that this tax 

reform faces. These issues were highlighted by the Opposition when the Constitution 

Amendment Bill to enable the GST regime was debated in the Rajya Sabha on 03.08.2016. 

Although the Congress supported the Bill, it pointed out that the tax rate will be the key. The 

Government will try to table the Central GST and inter-State GST Bills in the Winter Session. 

Revenue Secretary told that calculating the revenue base of the Centre and States, along with 

the compensation requirements of the Centre; finalizing the GST rates structure; and listing 

the exemptions are some key challenges. Besides these, forming a consensus on the Model GST 

Bill, threshold limits, compounding limits, and cross empowerment to mitigate the ill-effects of 

dual control also need to be addressed. Finance Minister told the Government has given notice 

to the Lok Sabha for voting on the fresh amendments to the Bill passed by the Rajya Sabha. 

The Government hopes to get the Bill ratified by at least 16 States in the next 30 days. Finance 

Minister reiterated that the Government would try to have reasonable rates of taxation under 

the GST and indicated that it could gradually be lowered. The Minister, however, remained 

non-committal on whether the rates would be included in the subsequent GST laws as 

demanded by the Congress. The rate structure should not be obnoxious but should meet the 

revenue requirement of the Centre and States. 

 (SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 05.08.2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

Logistics and transport stocks witnessed mixed reactions. There is still uncertainty on actual 

roadmap of GST implementation. Tiger Logistics, BlueDart, Transport Corporation of India and 

Gateway Distriparks witnessed gain in stock price. However, Gati, Sical Logistics, Arshiya, VRL 

Logistics and Concor saw decline in share prices. Implementation of GST will be positive for 

port logistics players such as Concor, Gateway and Allcargo Logistics as it will lead to a 

realignment of warehousing and supply chain requirements of companies. It should lead to 

increased demand for inland container depots, container freight stations, multi modal logistics 

parks and container trains. While service tax burden will increase, the industry should be able 

to pass it on to trade without impacting their margins. India has been growing annually at 7-8 

per cent and historically for India to maintain these levels railways can grow every year by 

around 9.5 per cent with impetus of GST. 

Rail Transportation will then, create new jobs, save energy, improve environment, while moving 

people, raw material and goods more efficiently nationwide. With modernisation and 

restoration of balance in inter-modal transport, rail transportation can be a significant engine 

of inclusive growth and development for India and can potentially contribute up to 2 per cent 

GOVERNMENT WORKING ON ROADMAP TO ROLL OUT GST FROM APRIL 1, 2017: 

FINANCE MINISTER 

 

AS GST MOVES, LOGISTICS SHARES CHART THEIR OWN PATH 
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from current 1 per cent GDP levels. CEO & Co-Founder, Autoload, a broking platform for 

trucks, said that transparency and efficiency will reduce costs and increase visibility. For 

example, today a truck runs daily an average of 250 km. With GST, it can run 400 km per day. 

This means, there will be increased the productivity of the truck resulting in more money for 

the truck owner and reducing freight for the manufacturer 

With GST, warehousing in India will undergo a major change and this will disrupt existing 

plant to warehouse logistics set-up. Companies will consolidated their warehouses and set up 

larger facilities that will bring in supply chain efficiency. New mega warehouses, new routes, 

trucks with higher tonnage and mechanised loading and unloading. Halving delays due to 

roadblocks, tolls and other stoppages could cut freight times by 20-30 per cent and logistics 

costs by an even higher 30-40.Technology that enables automation and speed will be critical to 

win business as clients move to Just-in-Time model of inventory. 

(SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 05.08.2016) 

 

 

 

 

Hospitality and luxury industry experts have told implementation of the goods and services tax 

(GST) will benefit the sectors by lowering costs for consumers and facilitating seamless 

movement of products across the country.  The Rajya Sabha on 03.08.2016 voted to approve a 

constitutional amendment that will help bring in GST, which will harmonise a plethora of taxes 

and cut business transaction costs.  A Government-appointed panel has proposed 17-18% as 

GST which is much lower than what the hospitality and luxury sectors currently face.  

The implementation of GST will definitely be a huge shot in the arm for the luxury retail 

industry, as it will result in benefits due to service tax set off possibilities, and ease out 

processes and movement of goods within the country. That helps us grow the business for our 

partner brands in India and, hence, encourages them to invest more in the long run in India, 

which is overall good for the industry. 

Partner at EY, said excise, VAT and other taxes amount to upwards of 20% for the luxury 

sector. If GST is estimated to be around 18%, it will be positive for the sector and will also help 

address existing supply chain concerns. CEO of Ethos Watch Boutiques, said the luxury sector 

will benefit if the uniform tax is pegged at 18%. Companies like ours can seamlessly move 

products between different markets in India without having to worry about the additional taxes 

and time delays and concerns around documentation.  

According to experts, companies specialising in food and beverages operations could be the 

biggest beneficiaries of GST within the hospitality sector. Food and beverages bills have 

multiple components and can inflate the bills by 30-35%. A single-slab tax will benefit 

consumers and should lead to savings of 10-15% on the overall bill. The restaurant industry 

has been burdened with high and multiple taxations. NRAI has been advocating for reduction / 

simplification of the same. However, liquor should be included in GST. Exempting it defeats the 

very purpose of bringing in a uniform single tax structure. This allows states to have their own 

taxes without a cap with separate accounting requirements and results in double compliance 

for the restaurant industry. This is neither beneficial for Ease of doing business nor for the 

customers. Everybody likes consolidation of taxes as it leads to greater transparency and will 

IMPLEMENTATION OF GST TO BENEFIT HOSPITALITY, LUXURY SECTORS BY 

LOWERING COSTS FOR CONSUMERS 
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help guests and buyers understand overall costs. Overall, GST should be positive for the sector 

assuming the multiplicity of taxes will go away in food and beverages. However, it will be 

interesting to see the impact of GST in accommodation services, which enjoy a tax rate of 9%.  

 (SOURCE: ECONOMIC TIMES DATED 05.08.2016) 

 

 
 

 

Minister of State for Finance Arjun Ram Meghwal re-iterated the Government’s intention to 

introduce the goods and services tax (GST) from April 1, 2017. He told on the sidelines of the 

Indian Cost Accounts Service Day that the roadmap has been announced and will try to meet 

the targeted date, adding that meetings will be held across the country with industry and small 

traders to clarify their doubts on GST. Meanwhile, addressing the event, Finance Secretary told 

there was need to improve the quality of Government spending to meet development goals. He 

told that how can we derive more use from its spending ? How do we make the expenditure 

more efficient, adding that the Expenditure Management Commission has already given some 

recommendations? He said there was also need to improve transparency in Government 

working, adding that to this end, a Government e-marketplace had been launched. The 

Government and the Prime Minister have been emphasising on how to introduce more 

transparency in Government working by opening it to scrutiny and analyses by outside 

organisations. 

 

 (SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 10.08.2016) 

 

 
With just a little more than six months left for the targeted roll out of the goods and services 

tax (GST), the Centre has decided to adopt a multi-pronged strategy that includes giving more 

leeway to the States on working out tax modalities and in turn getting their support on 

acceptable tax rates. A rejig in GST rates later in 2017 and 2018 may be difficult with State 

elections and the run-up to the general election (2019). It would be ideal if a reasonable rate 

can be finalised now for next April, noting that this would ensure that the inflationary impact 

would get absorbed in the initial year of GST roll out. A reasonable rate of even 20 per cent 

would ensure that there is no need for any price control or anti-profiteering regulation that has 

been introduced in some countries to mitigate the impact of GST. According to sources, apart 

from the rate of tax, the other sticking point is the issue of control over small businesses of 

annual turnover of less than ₹1.5 crore, which States want to single-handedly administer. 

But, officials point out that this would effectively mean that 80-90 per cent of the services firms 

would be out of the control of the Centre and be administered by the States. Revenue Secretary 

too had earlier said that a mechanism for cross empowerment to mitigate ill-effects of dual 

control would have to be worked out. Finance Minister had said that the proposed GST Council 

will take a final decision on all issues including the rates of tax, list of exemptions, threshold 

and control over small businesses. 

WILL TRY TO MEET TARGETED DATE ON GST 

 

GST: CENTRE MAY GIVE MORE SPACE TO STATES ON TAX MODALITIES 
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While the Centre will have one-third voting power, States will have two-third voting power but 

the expectation is that decisions will be taken through a consensus. To address these issues, 

the Finance Ministry is also set to call a fresh meeting of the Empowered Committee of State 

Finance Ministers later this month when the Monsoon Session of Parliament adjourns. A 

meeting of the Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers is imminent as they have to 

be formally briefed about the passage of the Constitution Amendment Bill. We also have to urge 

them to proceed as fast as possible on GST to ensure its timely rollout. States will be briefed to 

urgently ratify the Constitution Amendment Bill, an issue that the Government is also working 

on with BJP-ruled States, as also for timely passage of the subsequent State GST law. 

(SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 11.08.2016) 

 

 

 

  

 

QUERY : What are the benefits of GST for business and industry ? 

 

 

REPLY : The benefits of GST for business and industry can be summarized as under: 

 

 Easy compliance: A robust and comprehensive IT system would be the foundation of the 

GST regime in India.Therefore, all tax payer services such as registrations, returns, 

payments, etc. would be available to the taxpayers online, which would make 

compliance easy and transparent. 

 

 Uniformity of tax rates and structures: GST will ensure that indirect tax rates and 

structures are common across the country, thereby increasing certainty and ease of 

doing business. In other words, GST would make doing business in the country tax 

neutral, irrespective of the choice of place of doing business. 

 

 Removal of cascading: A system of seamless tax-credits throughout the value-chain, 

and across boundaries of States, would ensure that there is minimal cascading of taxes. 

This would reduce hidden costs of doing business. 

 

 Improved competitiveness: Reduction in transaction costs of doing business would 

eventually lead to an improved competitiveness for the trade and industry. 

 

 Gain to manufacturers and exporters: The subsuming of major Central and State taxes 

in GST, complete and comprehensive set-off of input goods and services and phasing 

out of Central Sales Tax (CST) would reduce the cost of locally manufactured goods and 

services. This will increase the competitiveness of Indian goods and services in the 

international market and give boost to Indian exports. The uniformity in tax rates and 

procedures across the country will also go a long way in reducing the compliance cost. 

 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX MATTERS !! 
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UNDERSTANDING GOODS AND SERVICES TAX  

 

PROGRAMME       :   ONE DAY SEMINAR ON GST  

TOPIC                  :   AN ENDEAVOUR TO COMPREHEND THE GST TRAJECTORY  

SPEAKAR             :  DR. SANJIV AGARWAL [FCA, FCS] 

DAY /DATE      :   SATURDAY / 27.08.2016 

 CITY                    :  MUMBAI 

ORGANISED BY   :   THE INSTITUTE OF COMPANY SECRETARIES OF INDIA                             
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 To succeed, GST needs infrastructure – Shyam Ponappa, Business Standard, dated 

04.08.2016. 

 Rockstar Reform – Abheek Baraa, Times of India, dated 05.08.2016. 

 Ready for take-off- Rana Kapar, Indian Express, dated 05.08.2016. 

 Tax Tamasha – Manasi Phadke, Business Line, dated 05.08.2016. 

 GST – The Right Prescription – Kanchana TK, Business Line, dated 06.08.2016. 

 Finding GST through GPS – M.S. Mani, Economic Times, dated 09.08.2016. 

 Single GST Rate can wait – Jaideep Mishra, Economic Times, dated 09.08.2016. 

 Execution will be key to success – Somasekhar Sundaresan, Business Standard, dated 

09.08.2016. 

 GST : freedom from multiple taxes – Dr. Sanjiv Agarwal, Business Advisor, dated 

10.08.2016. 

 GST to eliminate multiple taxes – Dr. Sanjiv Agarwal, www.taxmanagmentindia.com, dated 

13.08.2016. 

 GST shows Modi Government isn't shy of big reforms – M. Venkaiah Naidu, Business 

Standard, dated 14.08.2016. 

 Lower than expected GST rate can be the real game change – Nirmal Jain, Economic Times, 

dated 15.08.2016. 

 GST has benefits for infra structure – Vinayak Chatterjee, Business Standard, dated 

15.08.2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GST LITERATURE 

http://www.taxmanagmentindia.com/
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GST HUMOUR!! 

 

Freedom from Taxes 

 

Government greeted citizens – Happy Independence Day.  

On expected freedom from multiple taxes and good days ahead. 

Citizens – Wish us best of luck also on GST – to earn more and pay 

GST.  

 

 

GST CAPSULE!!  

 

Per Mr. Arun Jaitley, Union Finance Minister  

 

 I am sure the enactment of GST will bring about the best 

economic management in its federal form. A legislation of this 

kind can't be based on partisan considerations. It impacts on 

the Centre and States and we have systematically worked 

towards a political consensus. The new tax regime would 

convert the country into one economic market and introduce 

an uniform tax, checking evasion. This will boost the growth 

rate. 

 

 Rates under GST must come down, we will strive for a 

reasonable rate.  

 

 Revenues are used for poverty alleviation schemes and 

developmental activity….a cut on revenue could hurt public 

interest. Revenue should be fair and optimum…. it should be 

sufficient to meet developmental needs.  
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GSTC 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX 

(GST) 

 

By 

 

Dr. Sanjiv Agarwal 

Chartered Accountants  

 

 

About the Book 

 

India is all set to migrate to Goods and Services Tax (GST) in near future which queries will be 

the biggest ever tax reform of independent India. GST is in vogue in most of the developed 

economies all over the world and India has already embarked upon a journey on GST path. 

This first edition of the Book - Guide to Goods and Services Tax is a work spanning over ten 

Chapters explaining various facets of GST and nine Annexures comprising text of 

Constitutional (122nd Amendment) Bill, 2014 and various reports relating to GST including 

those on business processes viz, registration, payments, returns and refund under GST regime.  

 

The book discuses indirect tax structure in India; introduction to GST, its objectives, need for 

GST; models of GST; new concepts in GST – CGST, IGST, SGST, revenue neutral rate, GSTN; 

detailed discussion on likely legal frame work of CGST& IGST; specially developed FAQs on 

GST; recent developments and impact on trade and industry. 

 
The Book is useful for all who are concerned with and want to understand GST including 

corporate executives, professionals, assessees, trade and industry. 
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GSTC 

Highlights 

 

 Comprehensive and organized coverage on GST at one place  

 GST concept explained in Ten Illustrated Chapters 

 Detailed understanding of GST 

 Proposed GST models including IGST 

 New concepts of GST explained (GST, SGST, IGST, RNR etc.) 

 Covers proposed Constitutional Amendment 

 International perspective on GST 

 GST explained via FAQs 

 Recent Developments in GST arena captured 

 Text of Major Reports / Discussion papers / Reports on Business Processes  

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
FOR EXCLUSIVE AND IN HOUSE 

SEMINAR / WORK SHOP 
ON 

GOODS AND SERVICE TAX (GST) 
CONDUCTED BY 

DR. SANJIV AGARWAL (FCA, FCS) 
PLEASE CONTACT AT: 

asandco@gmail.com                                                                       
ascogst@gmail.com 

 IF YOU WISH TO SUBSCRIBE TO THIS NEWSLETTER, SEND A 
REQUEST TO ascogst@gmail.com  
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